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The session started with the welcome address given by Miss. Harshini from 1st year M.Com.
She explained about the various activities of the IQAC and its significant contribution
towards the growth of Loyola college as an institution. This was followed by the felicitation
of the guest speaker Dr.Ravindran, the convenor of the IQAC. 
Dr. P. Sagayaraj, Research Professor and Director of Loyola Data Centre was also present for
the session. He shared a few words about Mr.Deivasigamani and how his contribution as
the Director of HR has helped spearhead the institution in the Human resource front.
Mr. Abi Allun from 1st Year MA English Literature introduced the speaker to the gathering.
He spoke about the various accomplishments as well as the dignified accolades received by
Mr.Deivasigamani.



 

The stage was now open for the resource person. Mr. Deivasigamani spoke in detail about 
the nuances of good leadership and how each one of us are capable of becoming an 
effective leader. He also spoke about the various attributes and characteristics that an 
individual should cultivate if they want to become a leader. 

Some of these include:
1.Determination to achieve goals.
2.Hard work combined with smart work.
3.Ability to coordinate a team.
4.Being an empathetic leader.



 

He also discussed about the various leadership styles, its advantages and disadvantages. To
make the session more interactive, audio-visual clips were played and students were asked
to respond to it. Images of various world leaders were displayed and also famous quotes of
the leaders were displayed. This activity helped the students to be more participative and
also understand about the different facets of leadership in a very interactive manner.

This was followed by an activity through which students were helped to identify their
personality types. A set of questions were displayed and the students were asked to choose
the most relevant answer. Based on the collection of answers, the personality type of each
individual student was explained.



 

This activity was very informative as it gave an overall insight into the characteristics of each 
individual. With this the resource person ended his session and from the response of the 
audience it was very evident that the session was both informative and thought provoking.

The vote of thanks was delivered by Mr. Antony Deepak Raj of 2nd year MA English Literature. 
And with this the third session of the IQAC was officially concluded.



























Springboard  Leadership Programme Session-III -  FEEDBACK 29th March 2022 

 

I am a student of ------ 

 
I am doing ---- 

 

 

 

I am ----------- 

 
 

 



 

 

I have learnt valuable information from the Springboard session 

 

 

The resource person’s delivery was engaging. 

 

Overall, how would you rate the Third Springboard session 

 
 

 

 

 



Do you have any suggestions for further Springboard Session IV- topics?19 responses 

Nil 

to build better communication skills 

SOFT SKILL DEVELOPMENT WITH OUR PERSONALITY 

No 

lead the society as effective leader 

Maybe an topic about.What exactly duties and powers of Quality cycle members . 

Inter personality skills 

Conflict resolution, mediation of arguments/difference of opinion, effective team communication 

and team-building. 

In addition of the topic Please tell What are the steps takend by this quality cirlce till now. 

NO 

None. 

None 

Curiousity and Intuition 

Do well 

nothing in particular 

no 
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